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 February 2020 

Dear Limited Partners,  

 

For the fourth quarter of 2019, the Greenhaven Partners Fund returned approximately +8.8% gross, bringing the 

2019 total return to +14.8%. This performance can be compared to the HFRI Equity Hedge (total) returns of +2.5% 

in Q4 and +13.7% for the year. Please check your statements as individual LP returns will vary based on share class.  

During the fourth quarter, the Partners Fund made one significant new commitment to a special purpose vehicle 

(SPV) managed by North Peak Capital.  A non-disclosure agreement binds me from disclosing the underlying 

holding, so please bear with me as I describe the investment. Sorry to those of you who like to play detective, but 

this holding will not appear in North Peak’s 13F filing because it is not U.S. listed.   

North Peak’s SPV is invested in a single multi-billion-dollar company that operates outside of the U.S. and is the 

number one or two competitor in the vast majority of markets where it operates.  In a business that many view as a 

“winner-take-most,” the company benefits from operating leverage and enjoys secular tailwinds from shifts in 

consumer behaviors.  This company represented the single largest holding in North Peak’s main fund, and they 

created the SPV to offer investors additional exposure to the “best idea” without exceeding their risk limits for a 

single position size.  The fees are reasonable, and the liquidity terms are fair.  On a look-through basis, this 

investment simply increased our exposure to an existing holding within our investment in the “main” North Peak 

fund.  I believe that, with a little good fortune, this SPV has the opportunity to generate returns of 2X or greater in 

the next three to five years.   

North Peak applies a private equity thought process to the public markets.  North Peak does deep work and invests 

with conviction, seeking investments that can return multiples of their original investment over a three year + 

timeframe.  Through strong returns, North Peak has grown into a substantial holding for the Partners Fund.   

The Partners Fund has six investment criteria, which I have discussed in detail before:  

• One-person investment committee  

• Concentrated holdings  

• Reasonable amounts of capital (AUM)  

• Significant personal investments (“skin in the game”)  

• Original thinking  

• Mindset: Getting rich is not the point  

North Peak unequivocally violates our first criteria: They do not have a one-person investment committee.  The 

fund is managed by two brothers, Jeremy and Michael Kahan.  They have complementary skill sets as Michael is 
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more experienced in the private markets and Jeremy in the public markets and their investment style is a blend of 

both disciplines.  

Ultimately, the purpose of the Partners Fund is to deliver attractive risk-adjusted returns, not check boxes on a 

criteria check list, and I am comfortable that the investment committee of one rule was bent for the Kahan brothers.  

As I have spent more time with them, I have come to see that they do almost everything together.  They work in the 

same office, eat lunch together, and even vacation together.  I suspect that one day, they will teach a masters class 

on how to run an investment partnership – together.  You may take some solace in the fact that a significant portion 

of Ben Graham’s lifetime investment returns came from his Geico investment, which violated his rules on 

concentration and valuation… may we be so lucky in our rule bending.   

 

FINAL THOUGHTS  

As I have said at the end of every letter, our fund of funds is going to be different. It will be smaller, the underlying 

holdings will be more esoteric, and I hope the managers will continue to collaborate more over time. I believe that 

it will all be good different, but only time will tell. Thank you for joining me on this journey. I will work hard to 

grow your family capital alongside mine.  

 

Sincerely,  

 

Scott Miller  
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Disclaimer: 

This document, which is being provided on a confidential basis, shall not constitute an offer to sell or the solicitation of any offer to 

buy which may only be made at the time a qualified offeree receives a confidential private placement memorandum (“PPM”), which 

contains important information (including investment objective, policies, risk factors, fees, tax implications and relevant 

qualifications), and only in those jurisdictions where permitted by law. In the case of any inconsistency between the descriptions or 

terms in this document and the PPM, the PPM shall control. These securities shall not be offered or sold in any jurisdiction in which 

such offer, solicitation or sale would be unlawful until the requirements of the laws of such jurisdiction have been satisfied. This 

document is not intended for public use or distribution. While all the information prepared in this document is believed to be accurate, 

Greenhaven Road Capital Partners Fund LP and MVM Funds LLC makes no express warranty as to the completeness or accuracy, 

nor can it accept responsibility for errors, appearing in the document. 

An investment in the fund/partnership is speculative and involves a high degree of risk. Opportunities for withdrawal/redemption and 

transferability of interests are restricted, so investors may not have access to capital when it is needed. There is no secondary market 

for the interests and none is expected to develop. The portfolio is under the sole investment authority of the general partner/investment 

manager. A portion of the underlying trades executed may take place on non-U.S. exchanges. Leverage may be employed in the 

portfolio, which can make investment performance volatile. An investor should not make an investment, unless it is prepared to lose 

all or a substantial portion of its investment. The fees and expenses charged in connection with this investment may be higher than 

the fees and expenses of other investment alternatives and may offset profits. 

There is no guarantee that the investment objective will be achieved. Moreover, the past performance of the investment team should 

not be construed as an indicator of future performance. Any projections, market outlooks or estimates in this document are forward-

looking statements and are based upon certain assumptions. Other events which were not taken into account may occur and may 

significantly affect the returns or performance of the fund/partnership. Any projections, outlooks or assumptions should not be 

construed to be indicative of the actual events which will occur. 

The enclosed material is confidential and not to be reproduced or redistributed in whole or in part without the prior written consent 

of Greenhaven Road Capital Partners Fund LP and MVM Funds LLC. The information in this material is only current as of the date 

indicated, and may be superseded by subsequent market events or for other reasons. Statements concerning financial market trends 

are based on current market conditions, which will fluctuate. Any statements of opinion constitute only current opinions of 

Greenhaven Road Capital Partners Fund LP and MVM Funds LLC, which are subject to change and which Greenhaven Road Capital 

Partners Fund LP and MVM Funds LLC do not undertake to update. Due to, among other things, the volatile nature of the markets, 

and an investment in the fund/partnership may only be suitable for certain investors. Parties should independently investigate any 

investment strategy or manager, and should consult with qualified investment, legal and tax professionals before making any 

investment. 

The fund/partnership is not registered under the investment company act of 1940, as amended, in reliance on an exemption thereunder. 

Interests in the fund/partnership have not been registered under the securities act of 1933, as amended, or the securities laws of any 

state and are being offered and sold in reliance on exemptions from the registration requirements of said act and laws. 


